The CUPA GROUP’s CUPA STONE company is the expert in production, processing and sales of natural stone. The Spanish company’s focus on strong customer relations and innovation sets them apart, as does their selection of more than 500 types of high-quality natural stone from all over the world—the biggest range of products on the market. All of CUPA STONE’s products meet the required specifications to carry the CE mark, and have achieved the most demanding international certifications.

With its continued focus on innovation, CUPA STONE has developed products based on high-quality, eco-friendly natural stone that have become benchmarks in the industry, such as STONEPANEL®, the only natural stone panel certified for installation at heights above two meters (6 ft 6.74 in), providing building solutions for efficient, sustainable construction.

Despite the downturn in the Spanish construction sector and our group’s international expansion, CUPA STONE continues to invest in Spain, fostering local economic development and fulfilling its commitment to its customers. Since 2012 the company has opened 8 distribution centers in Madrid, Catalonia, Castile and León, Galicia, Asturias and the Basque Contry.

The company has 9 distribution centers in Spain, 11 in France, one in Denmark, one in Switzerland and two in Portugal.

CUPA STONE currently owns 6 quarries in Spain, Portugal, France, and Brazil, as well as 21 distribution centers in Europe, and 6 production centers in Spain, Portugal, France and Brazil. This allows the company to guarantee both the supply and the quality of its products, from the source all the way to the customer.

Due to the quality of its products and services, CUPA STONE is an industry leader, allowing it to confidently undertake an ambitious program of international expansion. Today it exports its products to more than 60 countries on 5 continents. The company also has an extensive sales network in Spain, Portugal, France, Denmark, Brazil, the Czech Republic and the U.K.
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Staff
300 professionals

Company-owned quarries
6 company-owned quarries in Spain, Portugal, France, and Brazil.

Distribution centers
9 centers in Spain, 11 in France, 1 in Denmark, 1 in Switzerland and 2 in Portugal.

9 distribution centers in Catalonia, Castile and León, Galicia, Basque Country, Asturias, and Madrid.

The biggest network of natural stone distribution centers in France, with 11 locations.

Production centers
6 production centers in Spain, Portugal, France and Brazil. 6 production centers in Spain, Portugal, France and Brazil.

We export to
60 countries on 5 continents

Website www.cupastone.com
Exclusive products

CUPA STONE has its own range of exclusive products: Stonepanel® natural stone panels, certified for exteriors, and Decopanel® natural stone panels for interiors; INFERCOA slate, perfect for creating unique spaces; Saint Yrieix Gneiss, ideal for exterior cladding; and Villafranca Quartzite, particularly suited to landscaping projects.

STONEPANEL®

STONEPANEL® is the most efficient, safe, attractive, high-quality construction solution on the market for cladding walls and facades with natural stone. In addition, it is the only natural stone panel guaranteed and certified for exteriors.

Its patented anchoring system has passed several European tests, and is certified in Spain, the United Kingdom (BBA), France (CSTB), Norway (SINTEF), Germany (DIBT), and Romania (INCERC).

Each panel is composed of pieces of natural stone mounted on a cement base and reinforced with fiberglass mesh. The panel’s base is approximately 3 cm thick (1.18 in), allowing for the easy mounting of slabs and rustic or antiqued blocks, and helping avoid the potential hazards of detachment. The panels are Z-shaped to hide the joints from view, and are available in two standard formats: 61 x 15.2 cm and 3.5-4 cm thick (24 x 6 in and 1.4-1.6 in thick), and 60 x 20 cm and 4.5-5 cm thick (23.6 x 7.8 in and 1.8-2 in thick).

DECOPANEL®

A panel designed using the same natural stone as STONEPANEL®, but in sheet form, giving it the ideal lightness for decorating interior walls. Designed by CUPA GROUP’s department of innovation, DECOPANEL® has surpassed the most stringent quality control and safety tests to ensure proper installation.
**INFERCOA**

Black-toned slate characterized by its roughness and natural finish. Due to its versatility, it can be used in any type of environment. The elegance and resilience of INFERCOA makes it the perfect natural stone for creating distinctive spaces. INFERCOA offers an array of solutions capitalizing on the beauty of slate, such as tiles, vertical posts, and blocks.

**GNEIS DE SAINT YRIEIX**

Authenticity and character. These are the foremost characteristics of this natural stone, with its shades of beige and gray combined with lighter tones. Saint-Yrieix Gneiss adds an elegantly subdued, radiant touch to any space. A beautiful stone with a layered texture, gneiss is highly resistant to both wear and thermal shock. It is available in various thicknesses, from 1.5 to 3 cm (0.59 to 1.18 in). A fantastic choice for exterior decoration projects such as garden borders, walls, facades, paving, or driveways.

**CUARCITAS DE VILLAFRANCA**

Quartzite in beige, pink and green tones, slightly shiny, extracted from our quarry in northern Spain. An exclusive CUPA STONE product. Villafranca Quartzite is used mainly for landscaping and exterior decorating projects, such as patios, swimming pools, walls, and large urban development projects.
¿Why choose natural stone?

1. A sustainable, eco-friendly material
Architects need eco-friendly materials that allow them to develop efficient projects that are in perfect harmony with their surroundings, without having to compromise on design.

CUPA STONE constantly strives to provide innovative answers to this dilemma, offering building solutions for developing sustainable urban spaces.

CUPA STONE’S goals are focused on three areas:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STONE’S MINIMAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT</th>
<th>Natural texture, versatility, and durability are advantages that make natural stone the ideal construction material for environmentally responsible and sustainable projects.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENERGY EFFICIENCY</td>
<td>Stone’s thermal inertia helps maintain constant temperatures in the home’s interior, promoting thermal comfort and energy savings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDUCED EMISSIONS OF CO₂</td>
<td>Stone is a 100% natural material with a non-polluting production process, allowing CUPA STONE to contribute to reducing emissions of CO₂.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. - **Durable, resilient, and tough**

The long useful life of natural stone has been demonstrated over the centuries in structures such as Roman aqueducts, walls, churches and cathedrals. It is a tough, highly resilient material that requires almost no maintenance.

3. - **Versatile and distinctive**

**NATURAL STONE CAN BE ADAPTED TO ANY PROJECT**

Technological developments have increased the versatility of natural stone, making it adaptable to the needs of any architectural project, whether it’s traditional or contemporary.

**IT’S A UNIQUE, ONE-OF-A-KIND MATERIAL**

Each piece of natural stone is distinct, unique and beautiful. Its authentic, superior beauty is one-of-a-kind. Its magnificence increases with the passage of time, yet its quality remains unaffected.

4. - **Added economic value**

Natural stone is less expensive than many cladding materials. It adds economic value to any home, a significant advantage when it comes time to sell property.
CUPA STONE, a company belonging to the CUPA GROUP

CUPA GROUP is a multinational made up of 65 companies with subsidiaries in 9 countries, and 22 quarries. It exports to more than 70 countries on 5 continents, employing more than 2,100 people.

CUPA STONE, along with CUPA PIZARRAS, is one of the two main businesses belonging to the group, which was founded in 1892.

CUPASTONE is a group of companies that encompasses the entire natural stone value chain, with production, processing, marketing, and distribution entities in several countries, including Spain, Portugal, France, Brazil, China, Denmark, Norway and the United States.

One out of every three roof slates worldwide is produced by CUPA PIZARRAS. The global leader in roof slates has 16 quarries in Spain, and 22 processing plants equipped with the latest technology, complementing the traditional know-how that dates back to its founding.
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